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FROM THE EDITORS
ome environmental educators say that a true sense
of wonder exists in children for only a short window
of time, before socialization kicks in and we become
surrounded by a known, predictable world. But what
happens when a grown person encounters the wild, the
uncontrollable, the unknowable?
Early last fall, we stole away from the Camas office
to walk up a mountain. Our camp was at Sanders Lake,
nestled between peaks, deep in the Rattlesnake Wilderness.
Sweaty as we were from the hike, we decided to swim. Piles
of long-submerged subalpine spruce and western larch
were criss-crossed like pick-up sticks on the lake bottom.
Treading far from the shore, we felt small, two humans in a
lake full of trout and deep mountainwater life.
When we reached the other side of the lake, we slid up
on a slick rock and sat there, looking across the way. Down
at our bare feet, we noticed something we hadn’t seen
before. Floating in the water before us were thousands—or
millions, we couldn’t say—of translucent orbs. We thought,
maybe the lake had been planted with fish eggs, if that’s
what they were. Or maybe the cutthroat had just spawned.
When we swam back across, the eggs danced around
our limbs before settling in our wake. Swimming in that
cold, turquoise bath, we felt vulnerable, but also somehow
exuberant.
Perhaps wonder is not lost, so much as buried. Perhaps
all it takes is for us to butt up against the world, in all of its
wild, dirty, thriving brilliance, for us to become children
again. For our joy and awe—even a little fear—to emerge
with the feeling of being held by a landscape.
Turns out, when you ask people to write about the
word “flourish,” you receive pages of wonder, joy, and hope.
You get back human voices that flourish with nature, rather
than at the expense of it. You get caution. In some of these
works, there’s a certain kind of quiet—you could even call
it humility. Sifting through our submissions pile, we found
works by artists and writers who were intent on listening.
Maybe human flourishing is simply that: the bold act of
silencing ourselves enough so that the din of civilization
gives way to a chorus of creaking heartwood, sloughing
granite, and whispering caddis flies, hatched at dusk.
Up on the rocky shore, we breathed hard, from both
the swim and the breathlessness that comes from floating
in a lake so full of life that was not our own. We cooked
dinner, two trout caught that evening. We reached into the
warm skillet, pulling the meat from slivers of bone built
from nothing more than a small pearl floating high up in a
mountain lake,
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If the Ransom is Not Met
MERCEDES LAWRY

What’s left behind,

smudge and ash.

Ihe hunger of the saw-whet owl
cleaves nights fluid black.

No ciphers shift meaning,

placate and rewind.
For just a small bit of remorse

can be spread upon the turned earth,
Patted with palm,

drizzled with June rain.
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cratchy-ass berries” is what my Grandma
twenty grandchildren by the time I was born,
Katie called rosehips, the fruit of various
but I was the one who would be favored with her
species of the rose family, Rosaceae.
name nearly fifty years later.
Grandma Katie was my mom’s mother, born I grew up in Browning, the heart of Montanas
in 1898 on the windswept prairie of north
sprawling, one-and-a-half-million acre Blackfeet
central Montana. Her birth came ten years after
Indian Reservation. The rolling foothills and
the Aainin (Gros Ventre) Reservation at Fort
rugged backdrop of Glacier National Park’s
Belknap was established. Grandma spent all her
adjacent peaks invigorated the soul. Summit,
life on the Great Plains, growing up in the small
Little Dog, and Calf Robe ascended above Marias
community of Hays on the reservation, attending
Pass, their backsides wrapped in blankets of snow
only a couple years of boarding school in Oregon
for most of the year. Rising Wolf prominently
during her late teens. She married one of the nitsi
emerged from the floor of Two Medicine valley,
ta piksi (Real People), raising her family in the
sitting stoic beside his wife Sinopahki (Kit Fox
looming shadow of the Rockies just east of the
Woman), and her father Lone Walker. They
Great Divide. She had already been blessed with
stood in stark contrast to the trash-strewn, gravel

S
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streets of Moccasin Flats where Grandma Katie’s
modest shack sat on a small mound behind the
school. I’d spend every day after school at her
house, watching her bead for long hours into the
evening. On weekends, Grandma never missed
an occasion to travel with my family. She lived
with us during the summer at the ranch and was
there when we camped in the park, slept on the
shore of St. Mary Lake, or drove for miles in
search of berries.
She’d tell us not to swallow the tiny rosehip
seeds whenever we happened upon the red
globes of the prickly rose. Wild rose bushes
grew everywhere we hiked and hunted, clumped
densely together with spindly stalks and sharp,

Published by ScholarWorks at University of Montana, 2014

protective thorns. We’d carefully select the
brightest pods, plump with ripeness. The bigger
the fruit, the thicker it seemed the sweet peel
was, making it easier to scrape the outside layer
with our teeth and discard the tightly bunched
seeds in the middle. Grandma would warn us
not to eat the silvery-white hairs attached to the
seeds. She told us the Blackfeet called rosehips
kinii, akin to tomato, but Grandma knew more
than the name implied and my ears perked up
when she reticently whispered, “their real name
is scratchy-ass berries.”
I was almost fifty years old when Grandma
Katie’s name became mine, sitting in front of a
small fire beside a quiet stream. Antelope Creek
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descended invisibly at first, from long-shaded
snow banks, emerging from the steep north side
of Avalanche Divide, where harsh white cliffs
made it impossible to distinguish between snow
and stone. The creek suddenly sprang forth
below dense stands of black timber, flowing
down through stunted aspen, obscured amid
thick grass and pungent peppermint. It slowly
meandered toward Buffalo Canyon, where red
canyon walls merged with earth and clay into
hard ground beneath me. When I was much
younger, we lived for a few months on a ranch
alongside this creek, escaping the scorching days
of summer by cooling off in the canyons shallow
pools. Leeches, small and murky brown like the
remnant water, would slide off our wet skin with
a quick brush of the palm.

A west wind whirled around
the fire, and I squinted my eyes
to keep out the smoke. A small
circle of relatives sat on the
blanket around me, as an elder
man spoke a monotone string
of Blackfeet prayers I barely
recognized.
Further up the creek, where the corral and
open barn sat mostly empty, Mom had grown
radishes and an occasional green onion. Wild
onions, chives and iris would appear in the
spring around the outside of her little garden
plot. Better than these though, were the Indian
carrots Grandma Katie always pointed out,
scattered sparsely in damp bogs next to the creek.
Niistsikapa (double root) were easy to spot with
their tall, slender stalks and white lacy tops, flat
clusters dancing delicately amid acres and acres
of deep prairie grass. The “wild caraway” would
yield in the springtime to our nimble hands or

https://scholarworks.umt.edu/camas/vol22/iss2/1
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occasional sticks we’d use to loosen the soil
around the stems. The moist ground would easily
give way, gradually revealing two pale, finger
sized roots. A quick rinse in the creek was all
the sweet, nutty-tasting tubers needed, and the
horses liked them just as much as us kids did.
Grandma Katie had preferred to sleep outside
in the low, canvas wall tent whenever we stayed
at the ranch. It had been set up for my brothers
and used to sit just a stones throw away from
the creek where I now sat. A west wind whirled
around the fire, and I squinted my eyes to keep
out the smoke. A small circle of relatives sat on
the blanket around me, as an elder man spoke
a monotone string of Blackfeet prayers I barely
recognized. Faint whiffs of “quick smell” made
me salivate for the warm, wild mint tea Grandma
often made from one of the many bunches she’d
hang in the tent, lovingly picked and dried, tied
with string and sometimes intertwined with a
few flowers or wild licorice. It complimented
Miinii yoo kaakiri, dried meat with butter and a
little salt, a satisfying afternoon snack. Grandma
used a couple of long, slender teepee poles at her
house hanging just below the ceiling to spread
out thinly sliced meat above her black woodstove,
tending the fire around the clock and coaxing
the slow burning cottonwood to subtly flavor the
deer my dad brought her. It usually hung there
for days at a time like uniform laundry, gradually
withering in the heat.

early inaudible words blended with a hand
drum. It echoed in my chest, beating slower
now and sounding farther away. I recalled
bouncing over ruts and rocks in the back of a
one-ton with a great bucket of splashing sapootsis
(stuffed intestines). We had just butchered a cow
in the corral at Antelope Creek. Grandma Katie,
Aunt Rosie, and Uncle Frank rode in the back with
us kids, the truck sides barely held together with
rotten, slivery sideboards. The crisp mountain
air felt clean in my nose, and I tried my best to
avoid each bloody splash coming from the tub.

N
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We were inching our way up the steep dirt road
to the cabin in Snedaker Basin, where they were
going to make sapootsis for dinner. “Crow guts”
were more than just a special indulgence for my
gray-haired, White Clay relatives. Sapootsis was
a link to the almost retrievable past, days when
their ancestors hunted buffalo. They cleaned
and soaked the entrails, turned them inside-out
so that the exterior streaks of white fat would
flavor the bite-size chunks of freshly-cut meat
tucked tightly inside the long, bluish tubes.
With pieces of sinew-now-string they would
tie them into sections and cook them together
for hours in a big pot with rubbery, white
otsittsskis (tripe), until all was tender and juicy.
Grandma said her people referred to otsittsskis
as the “Bible,” because of its many, thick layered
pages. A veritable feast awaited us. I wondered
if Grandmas old, weathered hands felt the icy
spring water’s bite as she repeatedly rinsed the
guts, remembering a generations-old delicacy
and celebrating sustenance.
Someone took hold of my arms and my
senses briefly returned. The fire still burned.
Thick, red ocher was being rubbed around my
wrists and over my face, its shade reminiscent
of Buffalo Canyons steep walls. Scented
sweetgrass permeated my nostrils. The sacred
smudge mingled with smoldering cottonwood.
Moist paint was methodically spread across my
cheekbones, up my forehead to my hairline.
Smoke momentarily clouded my vision. The wet,
dark earth felt cool on my warm skin.
The drum was silent now, but my heart was
keeping its rhythm, beating like the steady pace
of a galloping horse, the horse my sister and I
had ridden as girls. We were riding from the gate
just off the county road, when a truck rapidly
approached our turn-off. Loose gravel flew out
from the tires, instantly engulfed by billows
of thick dust, blowing by as the pickup turned
towards us. Riding double, we decided to race
the vehicle to the barn. We hadn’t realized that
in our haste to leave on our daily ride, we hadn’t
tightened the cinch enough. We’d tried, but every

Published by ScholarWorks at University of Montana, 2014

time we’d give it a hearty pull, the horse would
take a deep breath and hold it, as if saying, “It’s
tight enough already!” We were now racing over
wild prairie at full speed, and with every kick
and “giddy-yup!” the saddle got looser. Sarge, a
burly ranch hand my dad had hired that summer,
was gaining on us, and as we crested a slight
hill, the saddle slid. Head over heels and hooves
in between, we couldn’t hold on any longer.
Grabbing for air, we hit the ground hard, rolling
over rocks and tumbling out of control at the
same time as both horse and truck skidded to an
abrupt stop.

The fire still burned. Thick, red
ocher was being rubbed around
my wrists and over my face, its
shade reminiscent of Buffalo
Canyon's steep walls.

could almost taste the dirt. It was mixed in with
sipatsimo, “fragrant smell.” The slow-burning
sweetgrass sat in a shell beside me, after it had
been passed around the circle. Hot coals were
picked out of the fire and transported with a
forked chokecherry-wood stick. As the essential
incense glowed, it cleansed the air, washing me in
a sweet aroma. I was being reclaimed. I was being
given a gift. Not an ordinary gift, an exceptional,
distinctive gift. I was receiving my Grandma
Katie’s name. The age-old ceremony signified
a transformation. Transformation indicates
newfound knowledge. I had learned how we
grow into ourselves with our ancestors and those
closest to us. Shaped by our experiences and
influenced by the originality of our relatives, the
human family is endowed with unique strengths
and inimitable identity. Life is cyclical. Having
waited for this moment for nearly fifty years, I felt
it must have been happening at its appropriate

I
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time, wondering also why it had taken so long.
Grass waved, dry cottonwood leaves rustled,
and pine trees whispered from the hill across the
rutted dirt road. Like my Great Grandfather’s
sheep that once roamed this landscape, the barn
and the corral were long gone now, but the pole
patch that built them remained, thick and dark.
Flat, lichen speckled rocks formed a thin layer
of cliffs above the coulee, hanging like narrow,
open drawers. My sister had planned this event,
inviting Blackfeet elders who would perform the
ceremony. Other family members were there to
join in remembrance. My mother had agreed to
it. Grandma Katie was the only grandmother I’d
known. She’d died in 1986 when I was 25. There
was no one left to tell me the whole story behind
her name, but I had chosen it anyway. She’d shown
me how to cut tanned hide from a fat November
elk to make moccasins and how to patiently scour
the ground for artifacts. She’d taught me to see.
Her name was said aloud, otah kui da ki in
Grandpa Ed’s Amskapi Pikuni language, nee hoo
yah ith thay in Atsina.
“Yellow Woman then, is the name you are
honored with,” said a brother’s voice, rising as if
asking a question.
“Yes,” came the answer from my mom, sitting
on a blanket across from me.
Yellow Woman. A silent pipe was passed
around the circle. Yellow Woman. My Blackfeet
relatives called upon the elements of the universe
to bless me. Their prayers ascended with the
smoke. The elder’s song of tribute climbed in
pitch. I was summoned to rise and slowly face
each one of the four directions. Apatohsi, pinaap,
amiskapohsi, amitohsi (north, east, south, west)
and stuimi, moto, nipo, moko (winter, spring,
summer, fall) received my gratitude.
When the rite was finished, my elders gently
pushed me forward. I stepped into the world
again: protected, stronger, wiser. My spirit was
renewed. I felt my grandmother, an unseen
energy invigorating like the bright goldfinch,
encouraging like the subtler chickadee. The damp
earth on my face dried to a deep reddish-brown.

https://scholarworks.umt.edu/camas/vol22/iss2/1
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Flames succumbed to embers. Northern lights
were a swaying, silent breath on the horizon. I
couldn’t sleep, only dream of a far-away place, a
long-ago time when I heard my Grandma’s voice
and felt sacred pigment on my skin, consecrated
color. Naming makes manifest.

am now a grandmother. Irene is my
granddaughter’s given name. Today, she could
be called “Squirmy Girl” or “Babbles a lot.” I
think I’ll wait to tell her about sapootsis and
otsittsskis. I will start first with the colors of the
rainbow, telling her of yellow’s energy, pointing
out the bright, warm sunlight. I will describe
how the sun gifts beautiful life to everything
in the world and how we depend on its infinite
power. I’ll show Irene how cerulean blue sky
compliments vibrant orange clouds at dawn and
dusk like iridescent goldfish and sweet tangerines,
and how the dazzling Wolf’s Trail awakens the
black night. We’ll hike to icy turquoise lakes that
hold slippery silver fish, and compare the greens
of grass and leaves and my potted Aloe Vera plant
by the window. I’ll burn my braid of sipatsimo
when she’s a little older and it doesn’t make her
sneeze.
Sooner or later, she will hear about my sisterin-law Irene, who we lost to cancer last year,
and I’ll show her pictures of Morning Eagle and
Yellow Bird Woman. Darrell revived the Blackfeet
language, and Elouise sued the government and
won. People and places and words will paint her
life like Grandma Katie’s countless combinations
of intricate beadwork. Yellow Woman is her
grandmother, and soon the granddaughter will
distinguish a plump, red rosehip from a juicy,
purple huckleberry. She’ll hike along Antelope
Creek or over Dawson-Pitamahkin Pass as if she’s
Running Eagle herself, grabbing sweet sustenance
along the rocky trail. She will know to pound
chokecherry pits and rosehip seeds to make them
safe for eating, and she will understand when I
whisper in her ear, “their real name is scratchyass berries.”

I
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Chuck Jarasek

POWER OUTAGE
GARY W. HAWK
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All at once we lose the time on the microwave
and the refrigerator shuts down

as the thermometer reads 97 degrees.
Having read an article on the nations grid,
I begin to think about the whole West going black:
one too many demands in a region too hot.

This could become the way of the future

as we burn more fuel to generate power
to cool a planet that is already cooking.

We begin to think about what to do.
I say, “We have no water because
the pump depends on electricity not gravity.”

You say, “We can go down to the stream
running through the willows, filter water
and fill the big jug we use on camping trips.”

And you say, “Let’s use ice in the freezer

to cool the refrigerator so we can keep
the milk and eggs cold.”

We begin to think how ill-prepared we are
for the future, where we could store some beans

and more than what a water bottle holds.

We wonder about neighbors:
what we could share and whether it is right
to protect what little we have.

After two hours of this kind of talk we hear
the refrigerator motor recover its low hum
and all the moral questions vanish.

Published by ScholarWorks at University of Montana, 2014
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Corner

of the

Garage
After Roethke

RUSSELL BRICKEY

Bark brittle as parchment,

still, the green tips moisten
against the balmy air.

Heads loll low over the season of stains
flowering in their delta

of rust from the spigot.
Fragile dragonfly leaves

droop over the cracked cement
cupping buds of mossy swelling.
Willow, felt-furred and seal-skinned, refuses to give up.

One root-white knuckle

Splits the waxen sleeve,
Raises a pallid tongue
To the cloistered air—

finds one prism drop of oil & the swirl of galaxies.
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Captured by Armando Crespo

How They
Define Mercy
STEFANIE FREELE
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it was
too easy: a deer lying down, watching
them. One shot, one buck. The men
trudge over in no hurry, let the animal take his
time dying. “Funny,” his dad mutters between
wheezes, “it’s as if he wanted us to get him.”
If the son hadn’t noticed the antlers, they
would have been in the truck a mile away,
eating salt and pepper chips, searching for the
right satiating taste, something to make the
early-morning get-up-and-out worthwhile,
thinking damn, last day of the season and were
coming home empty handed. But now they’re
thinking with rising self-applause, damn, we
got one. One moment discouraged, the next
elated.
It’s the father—a stiff, crooked-as-anoak-limb man—who notices the bluish eye
first, the son who squats and says, “They’re
moving!” The father, not one to kneel or bend,
hears astonishment and urgency in his son’s
voice and eases himself closer, grunting. “I’ll
be damned,” he drawls, “those are some kinda
worms.” White string-like creatures wiggle
back and forth in the buck’s eye. “Nematodes,”
the father says with the finality of baritone
disgust.
The son points out the emaciated ribs, the
outpouring of lice. “He’s a sick one.” They gut
him anyway, inspecting the meat, letting the
blood drain, pour across the dry, cold land,
trickling hurriedly between tufts of grass as if
on a mission to spread out across the earth as
quickly as possible.
It’s when the head is removed that a
handful of sea-like creatures reach out of the
sinuses. Startled by the slowly wiggling, thickas-a-finger things, the son drops the head,
not meaning to be rough with the animal,
especially in front of his father who has told
him many times to treat animals with respect,
alive or dead.
“I’ve heard of them,” his father says. “Must
be those nasal bot worms.” He explains with a
face-hanging grimace: the fly deposits eggs up
hey should have known

T
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the nose, the maggots feed and grow. The deer
sneezes them out; they become flies all over
again. “What I don’t want to think about,” he
stops to stare up at the solid gray morning
sky, “what are they eating up there anyway?”
And then, with a rare direct glance into his
son’s eye, “Betcha he couldn’t even breathe.”
The son has never seen an unhealthier
buck. The father agrees, taking off his hat
to smooth back his hair, a habit the son has
observed for years: something his father
tends to do when making an announcement,
or a decision like which boy should change
the oil in the truck, or what to say when a
neighbor comes by offering a kitten from
their barn cat’s litter. “I know I’ve taught you
to eat and use what you harvest,” he replaces
the hat with a finishing tug. “We’re going to
leave him here.”
Not to spread the parasites, they coat him
with gas, light him on fire and watch the blaze,
smelling burnt hair, but thinking of backstrap
and venison tacos, both knowing this is a first:
cooking deer but not eating it. “Wish you well
on your journey old man,” the father says.
The flies stay away from the heat.
The son watches the body burn, thinking
he’d like to be the one to tell the story
when they get home, but he’ll let his father.
That way, he can watch the reactions: the
disgusted expression on his mother’s face, the
astonishment on his sisters’, and the envious
you-had-an-adventure-and-we-didn’t on his
brothers’—the two brothers who chose to
stay home in the safety of their beds where
something as innocuous as sleep happens, a
pursuit that sounds enviably welcome and
clean.
Plus, how many more stories does his
father get to tell anyway, especially about the
unexpected, where game almost asks to be
killed and a grown son lets go of an animal,
dropping it harshly to the ground, something
they’ve all known not to do since they were
children,
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The Heron
BILL YAKE

its beak

a spear;
its sixth vertebra —
an extended atlatl

kinking the neck-spring
to thrust and pierce.

Quick, clean, true.
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Lantern fly: Saiva femmata by Mara Menahan
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En Plein Air
LAUREN DE PAEPE

With every knot I’ve eyed

The hyacinths I plucked

my way into...

are filling up the room.

stand of aspen, forest

Sooner than I’ve found

of arched brows I trace

fern & snowmelt, sweetrot,

beyond my standing here,

the scent that housed

my trying to arrange

their essence has changed.

the days, decipher

In seeking I displace

ancient waterways, black

the reason for my asking.

of crows and branches
against a winter scroll,

With each attempt to understand

unpetaling

calyxes starring the snow

light from sky...

and see in them the inverse
of a galaxy-studded roof—the dream

the not becomes what is.

thereof... a map I am

My presence moves water

too much for. And not

from the pool; each ripple blurs

enough. I touch. I touch

the surface of the thing

the palm of my face to the rough

I sought to frame.

knob of this unspeakable place.

And in a moving world
what needs a name?
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Rick intending to cook or to
watch him cook. I thought we’d make a hike, as he
called it, climbing out of the Yaak Valley along some
rocky sylvan trail lined with Indian paintbrush,
crazy with the promise of summer. That would have
made more sense.
When I pulled up at his tall, wood-framed
house, Rick was unloading grocery bags from a
beat-up truck. He disappeared into the house and
came out a minute later with his arms free.
“Well, hey!” he said, with a hug. “I thought you
got lost.”
“Hey back. Just going slow, trying not to hit a
deer.” Rick’s little girls poured out then, inches taller
and degrees cuter.
“Look at you two,” I said, hugging them both,
two happy little kids, their eyes gleaming. “Where’s
your mom?”
“She’s gone with Grandma,” Mary Katherine
said.
Rick said his mother-in-law was visiting and
that Elizabeth was off sight-seeing with her. “They’ll
be home by supper,” he said.
“Let us help you,” I said to Rick. I was thinking
if we got the chores done, we could leave sooner for
an exciting trailhead. Although summer had almost
arrived, the day was cool and overcast, drizzling
on and off. The day hadn’t made up its mind about
what it wanted to do, and at any minute either rain
would pour down or the sun would emerge brilliant
and marvelous.
There were a lot of grocery bags. We ferried
them into the house. My conversation with Rick
had already started where it had left off when I last
saw him, a year before, talking writing and writers,
activism and activists.
“Well, we have all day,” I said. “Where should we

I

did not go visit

go?

“I thought, since it’s wet out, maybe y’all would
like to cook,” Rick said.
It sounded like a joke. Maybe we would like to
cook? I gazed dumbfounded; he looked serious.
The problem with cooking was that Rick was not
a cook—he never mentioned cooking in his letters
—and neither was I. The other problem was that
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there was a whole wild world outside, full of fairy
slipper orchids and mountain goats. And the biggest
problem, I preferred the wild world.
“I think it’s going to clear up,” I said, looking out
the window at the hemlocks and firs beyond the
stone wall.
“I found a recipe for a chile-crusted grilled
turkey,” Rick said. Jesus Christ, this didn’t sound like
Rick Bass, the man who wrote stories about crossing
a mountain with half a loaf of stale bread and a jar of
crystallized honey in his backpack.
“Are you cooking these days, Rick?”
“A little,” he hedged. “I decided to buy game
hens—a turkey’s too big.” The conversation was
moving too fast for my molasses brain. Rick picked
up a cookbook already open to a page and showed
it to me, as if a book would lend credence to this
outlandish scheme he’d hatched to spend most of a
day cooking. Tom Douglas’ Seattle Kitchen, was the
book. The guy had won all kinds of awards.
Rick was sounding more like Rachael Ray than
Ed Abbey.
“Girls,” I asked. “Is your Dad cooking these
days?”
“No,” they chimed, loving the intrigue.
“What about if your mom’s away?”
“Macaroni and cheese!” Mary Katherine said.
“Look, Rick,” I said. “This weather could turn on
a dime. I’ve got apples and a bag of chips. Let’s go
take a hike.” Take instead of make.
“I really want to try this recipe,” he said. Maybe
there was a side to my friend I didn’t realize. Maybe
he was more than wolves, winter, and wildness.
“Really?”
He pushed the book toward me.
Chile-Crusted Grilled Turkey. The recipe was
not simple. It had three parts to it, one for a stuffing
and another for something called a rub, which
must be what the “chile-crusted” referred to, then
the part where you actually cooked the turkey, or
in our case, game hens. Any recipe with over ten
ingredients was too complicated for me. My success
rate for scorching and charring food was about 50
percent.
I looked out the windows again. The fir trees
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collected baskets of silver droplets. Along Vinal
Lake the lupines would be in bloom. Loons would
be calling.

Rick while I was in grad school in Montana,
seventeen or eighteen years ago. At the time I was
studying nature writing and Rick was scheduled
to do a reading at Freddy’s Feed and Read, as it
was then called, a little bookstore in Missoula that
nabbed good writers because of its proximity to
campus and because it cared about literature. My
professor was Hank Harrington and he was all set to
introduce Rick at the reading, but as my luck would
run, Hank was called out of town.
“You around on Sunday?” he asked me mid
week.
“I plan to be,” I said.
“You want to introduce Rick Bass?”
“Want to?” I asked, widening my eyes. “Are you
serious?”
Hank laughed. “I am,” he said.
“Yes, yes, I do, yes.”
Introduce Rick Bass? I’d give my wooden kayak
paddle to do it. And my iron skillet.
For the next few days I felt like a writer among
writers. A lit match had been tossed into the dry
tinder inside me. Back in Georgia, I’d read Wild
to the Heart and everything else I could find with
Rick’s byline on it, and now not only was I going
to get to hear him read in person, I was going to
introduce him!
Rick seemed to like my introduction. He was
nice to me. He gave me his address and after he
went back home to the Yaak and I went back to
class, I wrote him a letter and he wrote me back.
I wrote another. He responded. That went on for
awhile. Some of Rick’s letters were just a line or two,
sometimes on a postcard, because he had hundreds
of people like me in his life, and my letters were long
treatises on telling the truth and writing as activism
and whether it was better to be a hunter-gatherer
or an agrarian. I didn’t have anybody else I could
talk to about these things, at least not somebody like
Rick, who was thinking about them in a way I very

I

met
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much admired and wished to emulate.
Because of these long written soliloquies, Rick
invited me up to do a reading in the Yaak. Honestly,
I think he did what anyone would do for someone
who was burning with a passion similar to their
own. He encouraged me and helped me.
Then grad school was over and I went back to
southern Georgia, but not before I sent more letters
and made a few more hikes. A year passed and
we kept up a correspondence back and forth, his
letters often quick but full of beauty and pathos and
wisdom, and my embarrassingly long ones about
whatever I could think of.
Now I was back in Montana for a visit. I’d written
Rick and in the crazy beaver-dam of his schedule he
had one day that I could drive up to the Yaak and we
could make a hike. Make.
Since Rick had arrived in the Yaak Valley a
few decades ago, he’d witnessed the governmentsubsidized clearcutting of the national forest that
surrounds his home, a country of elk and grizzly,
a stunning tableau of long, deep, brave winters
and short, glorious summers. He identified the last
roadless areas and worked to get them protected
by naming them as Wilderness with a capital “W”
He’d started a group called the Yaak Valley Forest
Council. He’d written a lot of books about his
beloved home and I’d read all of them.
I was an environmental activist too, but
the difference was that Rick worked a hundred
times harder at it than I did. He worked tirelessly,
ceaselessly. He got up at two, three, four o’clock in
the morning and went to his office to write letters. I
liked to sleep.

for me. I never
learned to have friends as a kid, not because I
was unfriendly but because my folks discouraged it.
Actually they prohibited it. I could be friends with
God, but pretty much nobody else was worthy.
When I went away to college the first time, I was
socially retarded. I’d never had a sleepover, never
gone to another friend’s house to play, never had a
date. I had to start at square one when I got on my
riendship has not been easy

F
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own.
I discovered pretty quickly that I liked people.
A lot. I didn’t find them any more amoral than I,
or inadequate to receive my attention. In fact, I
found myself immeasurably and incurably curious
about people—their lives, how they lived, what they
thought about. The most shocking thing I learned
was all the ways I was like other people. And how
much I enjoyed doing stuff with them.
Because of my history, to judge myself was
understandable. As a friend, did I measure up? As
a writer, as a naturalist, as an activist? Rick had
written so many books and I’d written none. He’d
started a nonprofit. I’d started a garden.

OW, STANDING IN ELIZABETH’S KITCHEN, I

N

looked at Rick’s girls, who were following the
proceedings with bright eyes. Would we hike or
would we cook? Mary Katherine, sweet child, was
reading the recipe over my shoulder. I turned and
made a face at her. She raised her blond eyebrows
slightly and suddenly filled the kitchen with peals
of laughter. This was her father? The man whose
specialty was peanut butter sandwiches?
Rick had collected a raft of ingredients on the
island—strange frilly green plumes and golden
globes and bottles of red powder. Oranges and small
brown seeds and a pepper grinder.
“You’re not doing the math,” Mary Katherine
said to me, ringing her bells of laughter again. The
younger girl, Lowry, doll-like in her beauty, was not
certain what was happening but it was obviously
firn.
“Okay,” I said, my eyes on the girls but speaking
to Rick. “We’ll help you. How do you need us?”

’ve realized a few things: Really good friends
are hard to find. These are usually people with
whom you have a lot in common, who share your
visions. Most friends don’t last forever, they last for
a time, glued to you by geography or job or interest,
and the glue dries and cracks, the friendship falls
away, drifting off through the universe.

I
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I lost a few friends because somebody moved. I
lost a few to ethics. I lost a couple to romance and
some to my own stubbornness and stupidity. I lost a
few to death, including the best friend I ever had. A
few friends last, no matter what.

’all want to make the rub?” Rick asked.
“The rub.” The girls were giggling all over the
kitchen. “Let’s make the rub.”
Nobody knew where anything was. Rick
wandered from shelf to drawer, searching for
measuring cups and spices and whisks. Lowry found
measuring spoons. The girls meted out cumin,
paprika, kosher salt, black pepper, brown sugar. The
rub was a potent reddish powder, mixed in a little
yellow bowl by Lowry’s coquina-like hand.
“Shakespeare’s Rub,” I said, thinking, To sleep—
perchance to dream: ay, there’s the rub! Of course the
girls didn’t understand that.
Rick put the game hens to thaw in a sinkful of
water. When he moved away, pink crab legs were
sticking out of the second sink.
“What?” Mary Katherine exclaimed. She pulled
a crab leg from the water and tapped across the table
with it.
“Crabs in Montana?” I asked. God knows what
he paid for them.
“I found a good recipe for crab cakes,” Rick
apologized again. I’d never made crab cakes and I
guessed Rick hadn’t either.
“I dreamed about them last night,” he said.
“I swear, I have never dreamed about crab cakes,”
I said.
We were in much deeper than I’d thought with
this venture, which Rick was realizing too because
he said right then, “The hens need a stuffing too.”
Rubbed, stuffed hens. Fancy crab cakes. I didn’t
want to hear anything else. When I saw the crab I
knew for sure there’d be no steep climb to Grizzly
Point, no view of the Canadian Rockies. The trail up
would be crossed by the routes of bears. It would be
lined with fir cones. The view from the top would be
smoky with mist, like a magic trick.
Mary Katherine tapped over with the crab leg
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and play-bit me.
“Ouch! Quit being crabby!” I said. She rung her
bells. This was the funniest day in the world to the
children. Their dad—man of public meetings and fax
machines, of manuscripts and manila envelopes—
was wearing an apron. He had red powder on his
chin.
The recipe for the stuffing listed three ingredients.
Chopped onion. Chopped orange. Chopped star
anise. That seemed simple enough.
“Three star anise,” I read aloud. “Do we have star
anise?” If star anise meant the dried, star-shaped
seedheads, chopping them would be like hacking
kindling. Rick pointed out a plant wrapped in a
plastic bag. I took it out and examined the bulbous
stalk with its layers, like enlarged celery. Id never
had any dealings with star anise.
“It calls for three?” he asked. “I only got one.”
“How far back to the grocery store?”
“An hour one way.”
“One’s enough,” I said, rinsing the anise. “I’m
surprised you didn’t have to go to Seattle to shop.”
I pulled apart the anise layers, a radical fragrance
rising up and out. “It says dice. How big do you
think a dice is?”
“Smaller than a dice, I’d say,” Rick laughed.
“Maybe like an aspirin?” Those metaphors were
one reason I liked to be around him. What writer
wouldn’t want to have a friend like that?
Rick was cracking crab legs with a pair of pliers,
dragging the meat out into a bowl. He flipped back to
the crab cake recipe—the one he’d dreamed about—
and I flipped forth to the stuffing; we used a chili
powder bottle to mark the other’s place. I chopped
the husks of the anise one by one.

many mountains
together. That’s what we would normally do,
Rick and I and whoever else wanted to come, him
always ahead, I behind trying to keep up, my heart
pounding like a V8 but never pausing, determined
not to lag, making the same leaps to the same rocks
crossing mountain streams, sometimes using a
tree to push off and sometimes my hands on my
y then we had climbed

B
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burning thighs helping my legs ascend the rocky
trails, crossing uncertain scree slopes, heady with
elevation.
After awhile we would stop. We would reach the
top of some mountain, Mt. Henry or Rock Candy,
and some view that Rick had in mind to show us,
a view of the Selkirks, peak after peak covered
in hemlock and fir and larch, mountains as far as
a person could see, and Id stand with my lungs
burning, thinking about all that wilderness around
us and what was in it, the lynx and grizzlies and
mountain lions and grouse. Even if we hadn’t seen
any of that ourselves, it was all in there, in that vast
botanical sea. Far below a river would be running.
Rick would drift away around some boulders,
and I’d see that he was gathering something and it
was wood and soon he’d have a little fire going in
some notch out of the wind, nothing big—a few sticks
at a time burning—and to say it was comforting to
sit down on a rock near this little fire way up in the
mountains would not do justice to the moment. It
was primal. It was elemental. It was electric.
I’d have so much oxygen pumping. It would be
hitting everywhere in my body and awash in all that
oxygen I’d feel as alive as I’ve ever felt. The rocks
were more rock-like, the tamaracks more alive, the
clouds more psychedelic than any other clouds. That
is the truth.
Then Rick would pull a plastic bag from a
pocket and it would be a clump of marshmallows
and he would offer them around and already have
some little sticks ready. That’s the kind of guy he is,
or the kind of friend he is. He would hike four miles
straight up to a wind-pummeled bald with half a bag
of mashed marshmallows in his pocket and then just
whip them out. He could keep a surprise.
He had a big heart, and it was full of love, and
he showed that love in his gifts, marshmallows on
green sticks. Each of his letters, each conversation,
was a gift. The advice he gave me about how to get
something published, or how to edit something so it
would publish. The courage he demonstrated in the
hard fights to save more wild places and wild things.
The strength he offered when I thought I’d lose my
own fights. The inspiration I continued to find in his
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Friendship isn't a
given. It's a snail
shell, a cloud
formation, a zephyr.
It's a bird hatching,
a hummingbird at a
columbine. It's a lost
amethyst.

books and essays when I had none. The jubilance
that attended the news of success.
Friendships between men and women carry all
sorts of freight. Some people say they’re impossible.
I was a woman, and he was a man, but he had his
family and I had mine, and we left it at that. I’m not
saying that I didn’t have a crush on him. And I’m
not saying that our differences didn’t come up. I’m
sure he wished I could go farther faster. He probably
wished that I liked to hunt. But he never said this to
me. We sat up in the mountains not talking much
but looking around and smiling some, our brains
juiced from the climb and thinking about going
back down, how we’d get to fly. I’d gaze across to
another peak in the Selkirks and I’d feel so tiny in
all that wildnesss, in all that rock, and the fire ever
smaller. But powerful too.
The marshmallows would come from the smoke
brown and bubbling, their skins caramelized like
creme brulee, sagging with melted sugar.

A

FRIENDSHIP IS A LOT LIKE A FIRE. It Can be

hard to get started. After, it needs tending.
In my lifetime, I’ve had lots of friends, probably
hundreds, but only a few truly great ones. A person
can go around starting small blazes, racing back and
forth trying to feed them all; or a person can keep
a few good-sized bonfires burning high and bright.
I also realized that the harder I worked at being a
good writer, the fewer friendships I could maintain.
Writing took up a lot of time, and it took a lot of
me, and when it was done there wasn’t much left of
either to share.
We carry so many expectations of friendship,
packloads. We’ve heard James Taylor sing, “You’ve
got a friend,” and we want ours to come running.
We want them to work miracles. For friends to
disappoint each other is commonplace.
Let’s face it. The roadless areas of the Yaak Valley
of Montana, wildest place left, were not protected.
Something in that disappointment colored my
friendship with Rick—if only I worked harder, rose
earlier, wrote more letters. I’m not saying that he had
these expectations of me. But I had them of myself.
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’d released the idea of seeing the lodgepole
pine and old-growth larch on the way to Fish
Lakes. I got the stuffing finished and still the hens
weren’t thawed. I sneaked a look at Rick’s crab cake
recipe, and it was really four recipes in one. First
he had to make the crumbs to be used in the cakes,
and for this we needed ten slices of white bread.
“White bread?” We were whole-grain kind of
people.
Rick laughed loud and sudden. “The store had
two brands, one called Hillbilly. I liked the name
but I didn’t buy it.”
“Why not?” I asked.
“It wasn’t white enough,” he said. What he
bought was Wonder.
Grind the bread, the book said.
That stumped us. Grind the bread. Mary
Katherine laughed until she rolled on the floor. She
was an incredible laugher, an infectious laugher,
better than a flock of flickers. We found a food
processor in the cabinet; it seemed the sort of tool
chefs would use to grind bread but none of us knew
how to operate it. Rick checked the blender.
“It has a button marked ‘Grind,’” he said.
“Seems like a sign,” I said.
Now the kitchen was full of fantastic smells,
orange and anise and onions and something fishy.
The yeast of Wonder bread ground to nibs. Mary
Katherine wandered back to a book. Lowry was
dressing a doll. I was chopping more onion—wood,
sharp steel, a fragrant heat.
“These hens will make everybody sad,” I said.
“Are you crying?” Rick asked.
It could have been the onion or it could have
been something else. I was just thinking how much
I admired this human, this friend—he was giving
his entire life away to a place and to people he loved,
and mostly to wildness. Day after day he woke up
and tried to make the world a wilder and more
fun and richer place. He never stopped, like wind
wearing away rock, getting down to something
beautiful. I didn’t simply admire him—I loved him,
even—wanted a blazing friendship with him—
and I was thinking how tenuous and fragile life is.
How nothing is ever secure. “I’d sure hate to lose

I
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you as a friend,” I said. What was I trying to say?
Was I trying to lessen the miles between Georgia
and Montana? Was I trying to make permanent
something that cannot be permanent?
Rick didn’t reply.
But I had come there. I’d taken time away from
my work and so had he. And like a life, friendship
can be defined by length of time or by depth of
experience, so I soldiered on.
“I’d like to know that, no matter what, for a
lifetime we’ll be friends,” I said. “I’d like to know
our friendship will outlast success and failure. Even
if it means we don’t visit often or talk much.”
“That seems a given,” he said. “Can you beat
these eggs?”

It’s a snail shell, a
cloud formation, a zephyr. It’s a bird hatching, a
hummingbird at a columbine. It’s a lost amethyst.
riendship isn’t a given.

F

for the crab
cakes. The mayonnaise started with eggs
and required steak sauce and Worchestershire and
dijon mustard and other things. While all that was
spinning in the blender I dribbled in five tablespoons
of olive oil. Mayonnaise flew everywhere.
Mary Katherine rushed back.
“What is that?” she asked.
“Mayo.”
“It looks nothing like mayonnaise.”
We had been in the kitchen for hours when
Rick disappeared outside to build a real fire under a
grill where he would lay the Cornish hens. He was
gone a long time. When the girls and I went out to
find him, he was grilling elk tenderloin.
During Rick’s life in the Yaak, this most wild of
American places, last vestige of frontier living, he
had fed his family the pure meat of elk that browsed
wild blueberries and of deer that ate lilies and
violets and whose meat carried the wild delicate
flavor of flowers. Late last October, Rick told me, he
was in a roadless wilderness when an elk came to
him. He was five days hunting it, two days packing
e needed a mayonnaise

W
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it out, seven days aging the quarters in the cool of
the garage (frost, each morning), then three days
butchering. “But 18 months worth of meat,” he
said, “from those 17 days.” Talk about slow food.
On the same fire he grilled mushrooms. “The
morels came from the twin-humped mountains
there,” he said, pointing. “Every night last summer
we watched the fires up there. The mountain was lit
up like a jack-o-lantern.”
Finally, after all the tabulation, the direction
following, the mixing, the experimentation, after all
the exotic tastes and smells, finally we had arrived
at the heart of the menu that Rick had planned, or
dreamed, which was the food that he had gathered
from this valley. This was what he had in mind all
along, I realized, another, more direct way of filling
us with the place he loved, of making it a part of us,
and he wanted to pair it with the food worthy of
accompanying it, if such a thing existed. That’s why
he wanted to cook.

at six, when
Elizabeth and her mom were expected.
The fare seemed to lean heavily toward meat, so
right toward the end Rick steamed a bundle of
asparagus. We set the table with fine china, even
wine glasses filled with juice for the girls, and Mary
Katherine printed place-names in crayon. The
women arrived, all smiles. We brought the feast
to the table—the green salad, the painstaking crab
cakes with their homemade mayonnaise, the chilecrusted grilled hens, the woodsy wilderness elk, the
mouth-watering morels, the smoking asparagus,
the good bread. Water and wine. Nobody quite
believed it.
I said friendship isn’t a given. But maybe it is.
Maybe it’s something worlds beyond our control or
our understanding. Maybe it always circles us, high
in the star-filled sky.
As we dined, not far away loons floated and
beavers knawed. Arrowleaf balsamroot and
beargrass brushed against the sides of Mt. Henry.
Thrushes filled the windows with the music of the
sublime.

W

e were shooting to eat
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Evening by the Blackfoot
in Late July
JEREMY REED

I’d like to learn to lean

like shadows of trees on mountainsides
over the physical mass of geographies,

body as land, land as body,
to be able to stretch out my arm

as shale shifts, as trees turn
toward or away from the sun,
toward or away from the moon,
to be a part of striation,

stretch lines in the dirt, along the body,
moving with the rhythm of the earth,

with force, and yet with quiet.
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Coyote by Armando Crespo
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Book Review:
All the Land to Hold Us
J.P. KEMMICK

N his new novel, All the Land to Hold

I

Us, Rick Bass seems to be finding his way
through the story as he writes, which, for
much of the desert-bound novel, is a recipe
for a beautifully slow and meandering success.
In the first of the novel’s two sections,
set in 1966, we are introduced to Richard
and Clarissa, a young couple wandering the
desert in search of buried treasures, both of
the fossilized and the more recent human
detritus kind left by passing wagon trains.
They are unsure lovers. Clarissa is focused
on keeping Richard at arm’s length—she
has big, albeit vague, plans for her life—and
Richard, knowing Clarissa’s reticence, is, in a
way, passionately afraid of losing her, even as
he resigns himself to the inevitability of her
leaving him. Richard is a young geologist
too, and when he and Clarissa are not making
love next to an inland salt lake or digging for
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fossils, he is scouting the Texas desert country
for oil.
Eventually, after Clarissa’s stay in the
hospital for a severe desert-induced sunburn,
Richard sees her off at the train station.
They go their separate ways, Richard, fleeing
heartbreak, to Mexico in pursuit of more oil,
and Clarissa out into the world. A decade later
she dies of cancer, brought on by that terrible
desert sunburn she received while looking
for treasure with Richard. But, unbeknownst
to Richard, shortly after he dropped her off
at the train station, she also bore him a son,
which she gave up to a local orphanage.
With the first chapter of Richard and
Clarissa’s story told, Bass jumps back in time
to 1933 and the story of Marie and her salt
mining family—an unloving husband and
two boys—who dig salt from the same inland
lake, constantly replenished by the mountain
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of salt underneath it, that Richard and Clarissa
often camped next to. Marie is unhappy with
her family’s inattention, all their energy going
toward the mining of the salt and nothing else.
But the drudgery of her salt and sand world is
one day broken when an elephant, like a desert
mirage, comes trudging through the lake and
then back out into the desert. Later in the
same day the elephants circus trainer, and
an armada of hound dogs and trucks, comes
looking for the elephant. It is this pursuit,
which Marie joins with a mix of excitement
and sorrow, over sand dunes and toward the
river, that finally shakes her loose from her life
and, in time, lands her, broken, but ready for
healing, in the city of Odessa.
After many long years, Richard tires of
the craziness of the Mexico oil game and
returns stateside, looking, against all odds,
for Clarissa in the same small town of Odessa
where he last saw her. Instead he finds a
new community, falling for a lovely Mormon
schoolteacher named Ruth and meeting Marie,
who has blossomed in her old age and also,
serendipitously, adopted Richards orphaned
child, Annie.
It is in this last section that Bass loses
some of the free-flowing nature that he so
skillfully lets unspool in the rest of the novel.
Bass introduces first a visiting puppeteer who
creates and then, in a desert bonfire, burns
her creations. Then there is the traveling
Vietnamese refugee fabric weaving exhibition.
Although Bass writes about both desert
intrusions beautifully—he could likely make
poetry out of dirty laundry blowing across
sand dunes—neither feels necessary to the
story and worse, serve to suspend the desert
centric, lovelorn spell that Bass so carefully
crafted for the rest of the novel. The elephant’s
unbelievable romp through the Texas sands
worked so well because of its singularity,
the utterly improbable visit of the far-flung
outside world, the kind of once-in-a-lifetime
event that so prominently shaped Marie’s life.
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But, in general, the book beautifully
explores a rugged, hot, and desolate landscape
in which people yearn for more, ever more,
even if they can’t pinpoint exactly what it is
they desire. At one point, Richard thinks to
himself: “What if. . .his entire life, and all that
he had already known and lost, had been,
instead of the peak of excess, nowhere near
enough?”
And the book’s meandering style allows
Bass to explore other interests, which, if not
exactly essential to the book’s plot, serve as
touchstones for better understanding the
landscape and the people inhabiting it. There
are, for example, the five pages in which the
local high school football team goes running
through the street; or the touching story of the
young, Mexican boy hired by the oilmen with
keeping a record-setting catfish alive before a
barbecue. The time in the Mexican oilfields
also allows Bass—who himself, in a former
life, was a petroleum geologist—to ruminate
on and illustrate the risks to the natural world
poised by the endless hunger for more oil.
Although he refrains from outright judgment,
he describes the deadly fate of any wildlife
caught up in the oil industry, as well as the
excesses of the crazed men working the fields.
Pieces of the book were previously
published in various journals and the book
still feels as though it might have worked best
as a collection of novellas, linked by, if nothing
else, their desert setting. But instead Bass has
given us a new novel, only his fourth in a long
career, and for that perhaps we should abandon
the insatiable need shared by the book’s many
characters, and simply be grateful,

Rick Bass is the author of 30 books offiction and
nonfiction, and in 2013, served as the William
Kittredge Visiting Writer in Environmental
Studies at the University of Montana. All the
Land to Hold Us is available from Houghton
Mifflin Harcourt. $25.00, 324 pages.
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BEN ADKISON is a professional mountain guide and photographer.
When not climbing mountains and taking photos around the world, he’s
based in Missoula, Montana.
A native of the Pacific Northwest now living somewhere in the middle of
the continent, RUSSELL BRICKEY misses his beaches and mountains.
He holds an MFA and PhD from Purdue University, and he has collections
out from Kelsay Books, Spuyten Duyvil Press, and Wild Leaf Press.

ARMANDO CRESPO was born and raised in a seashell on Miami
Beach. He currently lives on a lake bottom in Montana with his lovely
girlfriend and their toy poodle.
LAUREN DE PAEPE is a poet living in Montana, where she recently
completed her MFA. She was a semifinalist for the 2012 Sawtooth Prize
and a finalist for the 2012 Iowa Review Award. Her poems have appeared
in Handsome, NAP, Pismire, and Echolocation. She spends her time
among mountains and dreams of building a tiny house.
REINA FERNANDEZ is former Canadian who fell in love with and
rooted her family in the Southwest 15 years ago. She enjoys her desk job
with a sustainable forestry nonprofit, but escapes that desk to take photos
for the organization any time they allow her to. When Reina’s not working,
she spends her time rock climbing, snowboarding, and adventuring with
her family.
STEFANIE FREELE is the author of two short story collections,
Feeding Strays, by Lost Horse Press and Surrounded by Water, with Press
53, which includes the winning story of the Glimmer Train Fiction Award.
Stefanie’s published and forthcoming work can be found in Witness,
Mid-American Review, Wigleaf, Western Humanities Review, Sou’wester,
Chattahoochee Review, The Florida Review, Quarterly West, and American
Literary Review.

ANNE DES ROSIER GRANT has Irish, French, Scottish, Gros
Ventre, Blackfeet, and Spanish ancestors. As her surname implies, she is
“of the roses” and grew up in Montana in places where wild roses grow.
Antelope Creek, Buffalo Canyon, Snedaker Basin, and Avalanche Divide
are landscapes she is related to, locations consigned to memory, where
experiences rooted her to the earth and embedded themselves, vast,
rugged, and beautiful.
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DAVID MILES LUSK is a visual artist working out of Missoula,
Montana. His work is informed by social and environmental issues, and
inspired by the intersection between mythology and science.
MARA MEN A HAN paints in the style of natural history illustration.
Most recently, Mara partnered with Montana Audubon, using her science
illustrations to help people understand the impacts of climate change.
As a student at the University of Montana, Mara studies geography and
environmental studies.

KATHERINE MINOTT, MA, is an artist whose photographic work
reflects the Japanese aesthetic of wabi sabi—the celebration of things
imperfect, impermanent, and incomplete. Her work has appeared in New
Mexico Magazine, Visual Language Magazine, and the Santa Fe Reporter’s
Annual Manual. You can visit her website at katherineminott.com.

RACHEL MOCKLER is a graduate student in the Environmental
Studies Program studying Sustainable Food & Farming. When she is not
studying, she is growing, eating, preserving, sharing, and photographing
food, and talking about 1980s pro-wrestling.
CASSIE NELSON has roots in the Southern Rockies, thorns and
blooms grown in the Sonoran Desert, and a constant bend toward highlatitude skies. She works as a graphic designer and writer in Missoula,
Montana.

LESLIE PHILIBERT is a writer and translator living in Bavaria in
Germany. After studying English Literature at the University of Coleraine
in Ireland, he now works as a social worker and has translated for South
German theatre groups. He is married with two children.

Writer, naturalist, and activist JANISSE RAY is the author of The Seed
Underground: A Growing Revolution to Save Food and five other books.
She was the 2014 William Kittredge Writer in Residence at the University
of Montana, and otherwise lives on an organic farm in southern Georgia.

KATHLEEN GUNTON continues her commitment to literary
publications. She is completing a collection of cento poems with
photographs.

JEREMY REED is currently a master’s candidate in literature at the
University of Montana in Missoula. He has published creative work with
The Cresset and reviewed poetry for Cutbank Online.

JULIE HASHIMOTO-MCCREERY is a writer and food blogger
(forbiddenriceblog.com). She has had poems, recipes, and photos
published in a variety of venues such as Milk Sugar and Going Down
Swinging, also contributing regularly to food photo sites such as
Foodgawker and Tastespotting. Hailing from a rock in the middle of the
Pacific Ocean, she now lives in Ashland, Oregon, with her husband and
two stepsons.

EMILY WITHNALL hails from the high mountain desert of northern
New Mexico. As a first-year graduate student in Environmental Studies at
the University of Montana, she spends a lot of time thinking and writing
about water, fracking, and the intertwining concerns of social injustices
and environmental issues.

GARY W. HAWK is an Adjunct Assistant Professor in the Davidson
Honors College at the University of Montana. When not teaching he
makes beautiful things out of wood in his shop and paddles a fine kayak
named Bluebird.

|

MERCEDES LAWRY has published poetry in such journals as Poetry,
Nimrod, Prairie Schooner, The Saint Ann’s Review, and others. Nominated
for a Pushcart Prize, she’s published two chapbooks as well as short fiction
and stories and poems for children.

CHUCK J ARASEK, of Chicago, is an AAA individual. Art. Adventure.
Alcohol. He also builds things.

J.P. KEMMICK is an MFA candidate at the University of Montana.
The sky outside his window is turning from gray to blue, which is nice.
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Great Blue Herons feed and breed in abundance at the edges of the southern
Salish Sea adjacent to the site where BILL YA KE was reading “The
Unfeathered Bird” (Katrina van Grouw) when “The heron...” emerged.
Bill’s poems also appeal' in two full-length collections from Radiolarian
Press (Astoria, OR), have been featured on NPR, and evidence from time
to time in magazines and anthologies serving the environmental and
literary communities.

PETER ZALEWSKI has a Bachelor’s degree in graphic design and
photography from Towson University. He is now a full time graphic
designer, but still enjoys pursuing photographic endeavors.
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